Fractionation of human neutrophils into subpopulations by countercurrent distribution: surface charge and functional heterogeneity.
Isolated blood neutrophils from normal healthy subjects were separated into fractions by sequential countercurrent distribution (CCD) in a charge-sensitive dextran/polyethylene glycol aqueous phase system. The neutrophils separated as a broad profile, and in a charged phase procedure the separation was based upon differences in cell surface electrokinetic properties, as confirmed by electrophoretic mobility measurements of fractions across the profile using analytical cytopherometry. The CCD cell fractions were generally pooled as three or four major subfractions for analysis of functional and metabolic differences. These included measurements of chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and respiratory burst. An inverse relationship was found between the electrophoretic mobility (EPM) of the subfraction pools and their functional competence, with the less electronegative cell fraction pools often as much as 2 to 3-fold more active than the more electronegative pools. This demonstration of electrokinetic and functional heterogeneity in 'resting' neutrophil subpopulations separated by CCD may reflect changes during their sojourn in the circulation that determine selective margination and recruitment of cells to inflammatory foci and sites of infection.